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CO2 chemical and physical parameters

• Molecular weight:                         44

• Relative density of the gas :           1,52

• Density of the liquid (-37°C):     1,10

• Fusion point (-56,6°C):  5,2bar

• Transport and storage conditions: 20bar -20°C

• Sublimation:   -78,5°C

• Yield frigorie Liq.-gas passage: 82—84 Fr/Kg

Particularity:

The CO2 expanding at pressures below 6 bar, instead of 
evaporating solidifies.
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Enthalpy diagram





Example:

Refrigeration of a mass of 20.000 Kg of grapes not stemmed from 25° C to 

10° C, DT 15° C.

The grapes after pressing of the grapes is reduced to a mass M of     

19.000 Kg around. 

Specific heat of the crushed product Cp = 0,2 x 0,3 + 0,8 x 1 = 0,86kcal/Kg

The necessary frigories F = Cp x DT x M

Therefore F = 0,86 x 15 x 19.000 = 245.100Fr (theoretical)

For a correct calculation we must consider the variables losses, according 

to the goodness of the insulation therefore, with an estimated increase of 

about 10%, we will have 270.000Fr.

Amount of liquid CO2 = 270.000/82 equal to 3.292Kg

Therefore 0,165 Kg CO2/Kg of grapes for DT 15°C

Or again 0,011 Kg CO2 for Kg of grapes for each degree of refrigeration



COSTS:

Assuming the price of CO2 of 0,25€/Kg and 60.000€ of Boreal

system

The cost of CO2 for the case under examination becomes:

0,165 x 0,25 = 0,04125€/Kg therefore 4,125€/Quintal for DT 15°C

and 2,75€/Quintal for DT 10°C

(for the example considered 825€ for 20.000Kg of grapes DT 15°C)

anyway (0,25€/Kg) / (82Fr/Kg) = 0,003€/Fr (1€ = 333Fr)

In addition to these the costs of system or fixed costs:

a) Decennial quote depreciation COOLER (BOREAL) 6.000€

(twenty-year 3.000€)

b) Annual rental fee of COLD STORAGE OF CO2 3.600€

c) Maintenance 400€/year (very modest, of only Boreal) 

Total fixed quotes: 10.000€/year (with ten-year depreciation)

(7.000€/year with twenty-year depreciation)



In traditional refrigeration plant with compression,? The thermal 

performance of refrigeration systems are normally defined by the 

COP (Coefficient of Performance or, coefficient of 

performance) 

This refers to the relationship between the electromechanical 

power supplied E and heat (thermal energy output) Q, therefore

what the facility disposes to the CONDENSER.

COP = E/Q

This is typical parameter of so-called systems HEAT PUMP, 

where the heat Q is what matters.

TRADITIONAL REFRIGERATION



In our case we are affecting refrigeration F supplied from the 

evaporator. 

So we want to know the relationship Ke = F/E sometimes referred

to as “EFFECTIVE SPECIFIC COOLING POTENTIAL”

From thermodynamics we know that:

Q = E + F

Therefore COP = Q/F becomes (E+F)/E therefore COP = 1 + 

Ke

and therefore Ke = COP - 1

Given the traditional system with intermediate fluid glycol water, 

This overall performance including the pumping of the glycol 

solution is reasonably estimable for simplicity:

2.000Fr/KWh



Variable costs arising:

considered the cost of the electrical energy alone of 0,1€/KWh

We will have a cost of 0,00005€/Fr (1€ = 20.000Fr)

that is, with the above considerations 675€/1000Q.ls for DT15°C

Fixed costs:

centralized system + power supply + final exchanger (Spiraflow) + glycol

solution deployment (for medium resolution of about 0,6€/Fr), 

for a required capacity of 300.000Fr, suitable for our case, we will have a 

cost of 180.000€

a) Ten-year quote of depreciation: 18.000€ (twenty-year 9.000€)

b) Fixed quote commitment power (ENEL) for powers below 500KW:  

22,68 €KW/year

Need 150 KW equal to 3.402€/year

Maintenance of at least 2% immobilisation (complex plants) 3.600€/anno

Total of fixed quotes 18.000+3400+3.600=25.000€/year (twenty-year

16.000€)
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CO2 TRADITIONAL RELATION

CO2 

TRADIZIONAL

COST OF 

SYSTEM FOR 

300.000Fr

60.000 180.000 0,33

ANNUAL FIXED 

COST

10.000 25.000 0,4

COST OF 

1.000.000Fr

3.000 50 60

COMPARISON SYSTEMS


